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Abstract 
This project focuses on the affect of errors that exist in log rotation systems for optimized double length 
infeed (DLI) log breakdown lines common to the sawmills in North America. The potential value 
recovery increase that could be achieved by adjusting log turner optimizer settings and/or PLC 
programming, to match the actual machine centre log rotation capability, is estimated. The potential of the 
newest commercially available log rotation systems to improve accuracy of log rotation and thus, increase 
product value recovery are also estimated. 
 
Using both analytical and experimental data, the loss in lumber value that can occurr due to errors 
between the desired opitmized log rotation angle and the actual rotation angle are simulated. Five log 
rotation systems are investigated from the theoretical “perfect” system with accurate settings and no 
errors down to older, poorly maintained, systems with incorrect settings and large errors in rotation 
performance. 
 
The work done here provides new knowledge about the importance of using accurate values of log turner 
settings and/or making suitable adjustments of the log turner PLC, to select best rotation angle and 
minimize rotation errors.  The increase in value recovery and ROI that may be achieved in a particular 
mill will depend on the magnitude of differences between the current values of log turner settings and 
their correct values and/or the quality of the adjustments of the log turner PLC.  The results presented 
here show that in typical sawmills the optimal adjustment to log turner settings and/or PLC may increase 
value recovery in 0.5% - 1.5% range and a ROI over 1,250%, using $20,000 cost of determining the 
adjustment. Replacing older, worn out, log turning systems with the newest conventional systems may 
increase value recovery in 0.5% - 1.2% range and ROI in 80% - 190% range. Replacing conventional log 
turning systems with the newest systems utilizing advanced technologies may increase value recovery in 
1.2% - 2.4% range and ROI in 100% - 240% range. 
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1 Objectives 
• Estimate the potential value recovery increase that could be achieved by adjusting log turner 

optimizer settings and/or PLC to match the actual machine center capability to rotate the logs. 
• Estimate the potential of the newest commercially available log rotation systems to improve accuracy 

of log rotation and (thus) increase product value recovery. 
 
 

2 Introduction 
In most primary log breakdown DLI machine centers logs are scanned and the turner optimizer 
determines the target angle by which the logs should be rotated with the objective to maximize lumber 
recovery. The choice of the target angle is based on the turner optimizer settings. The number of these 
settings and their definitions depend on the the particular turner optimizer, but generally include: 
 
• Log rotation bias is the average error with which the logs are over or under rotated. Normally logs are 

under-rotated due to slippage; hence the value of this setting is negative and typically it is between -
5° to -10° for 90° turning angle. 

 
• Standard deviation of rotation errors, in degrees, i.e. the differences between the target angles and the 

actual angles by which the logs are rotated. These errors arise from many causes, such as slippage of 
logs between the log rotator rolls, knots and depressions in the log surface, icing etc. The logs may 
also be accidentally rotated by the action of DLI press-rolls and rocking on the conveyor flytes. The 
magnitude of these errors depends on the design and maintenance level of the log rotators, press-rolls 
and conveyors. Typical value for this setting is 25°. 

 
• Log sweep threshold, is the maximum sweep for full log rotation plus a small "safe" angular range 

about horns-down position where the DLI press-rolls are able to maintain the log orientation for 
sweep above the threshold. Typical threshold setting is 1.50”/8' and the "safe" angular range setting is 
plus/minus 20°. 

 
Log turners + DLI systems are sophisticated technologically and may appear to be operating well, 
however, when the values of turner optimizer settings do not match the actual machine center capability, 
the logs are not processed with maximum recovery. Generally, the values of log turner optimizer settings 
are not set accurately because the existence and importance of log turner optimizer settings may not be 
known and/or appreciated; and the measurement and determination of the values is time consuming and 
difficult to do. It needs to be added that there are no “safe” values to which these setting could be set; any 
values higher or lower than the actual machine capability will result in lumber recovery loss.  In this 
project, the actual machine center capability is described by a set of  “measured log turning process 
parameters”, (“measured parameters”).  These parameters correspond to the turner optimizer settings, but 
are based on accurate measurements of log rotation accuracy and limitations of maintaining log 
orientation. The lumber value loss will depend on the difference between the values of the turner 
optimizer settings and the values of the measured parameters. 
 
Depending on the age of a log turner optimizer and the technology provider, an optimizer may utilize only 
some of the above settings, or define them differently. Where the log turner optimizers do not use 
particular settings, or the settings, such as log rotation bias, have limited scope, the benefit of the setting 
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can be achieved by re-programming the log turner PLC, or asking the technology provider to upgrade the 
log turner optimizer.  
 
Prior research in this area has examined the accuracy of flying log turners (Orbay, L. 1998).  (Brdicko, J. 
et.al, 2006) has quantified the increase in value recovery from optimizing log rotation. In addition, 
methods to measure and increase log rotation accuracy have been researched as well (Tulokas, T. & 
Tannous, J. 2010; Bédard, P. 2004). However, there has been little information quantifying the lumber 
value loss that ocurs when the values of the turner optimizer settings.are incorrect. In addition, there has 
been limited information quantifying the lumber value increase and the return on investment from 
upgrading of the log rotation technology. 
 
The above problems, and the need of the industry for more information in the area of optimized log 
rotation has been the rationale for this project. The results of this project provide the industry with 
information facilitating more effective use of current log rotation systems as well as estimating ROI of 
potential upgrades of these systems. 
 
 

3 Background 
3.1 Basics of Primary Log Breakdown Optimization in DLI 
In a typical modern sawmill, production of lumber from bucked logs is carried out in a sequence of 
breakdown steps by machine centers specifically designed to achieve the highest possible value or volume 
recovery of lumber. Generally, the breakdown steps are not executed perfectly and the consequences of 
the errors made in one machine center cannot be fully mitigated in the downstream machine centers. 
 

 
Figure 1 Schematic drawing of primary log breakdown machine center 
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The area of interest in this project has been a modern primary log breakdown machine center utilizing 
true shape scanning and optimization systems, a flying log rotator and a double length in-feed (DLI), such 
as shown schematically in Figure 1.  This machine center is designed to rotate logs from the initial 
position to the optimal rotation position. The logs are then re-scanned and re-optimized to offset and skew 
the log for breakdown in the machining section. The calculation of the target rotation angle is done by the 
turner optimizer on the basis of: 
 

• true shape of the log as provided by the turner scanners 
• product mix including dimensions, grades and prices 
• user-specified settings of log rotation bias and accuracy and log sweep threshold(s) for horns-

down rotation 
• algorithms to generate feasible sawing patterns 

 
The user-specified settings enable the turner optimizer to determine the target log rotation angle which 
facilitates highest lumber recovery while best mitigating the limitations of the machinery and process 
control systems. The process is as follow: 
 
1) The turner optimizer first considers the sweep of the log. If the sweep is greater than the sweep 
threshold setting(s), the log will be rotated to the horns-down orientation. 
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Figure 2 Value recovery plot 
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2) If the sweep is smaller than the sweep threshold setting(s) the turner optimizer calculates the highest 
valued sawing solutions at selected log rotation angles (usually in increments of several degrees) to 
generate a value recovery plot such as shown in Figure 2.  The values of the sawing solutions are shown 
as vertical bars. The curve Vs is the likely value when a standard deviation of the rotation error is 
included. The values of the value curve are calculated at the same selected log rotation angles as the 
sawing solutions. For the plot shown the expected value curve has maximum value Vsmax at angle As. 
 
3) The log rotator is directed by the log turner optimizer to rotate the log to angle As, where the value 
curve has the highest value Vsmax. 
 
4) When the sweep is greater than the sweep threshold setting(s) the log rotator is “directed” by the log 
turner optimizer to rotate the log to the horns-down orientation at angle Ah, where the value curve has 
value Vshd. 
 
5) To compensate for the log rotation bias, the log turner PLC will be directed to rotate the log to the 
target angle plus the log rotation bias. 
  
6) The log turner shift report would include Vsmax (or Vshd) as the projected lumber value recovery for 
this log.  
 
While selecting the target log rotation angle in this manner manages the risk from the log rotation error, 
the log will still usually end up rotated by some angle other than the target angle. The (downstream) log 
breakdown optimizer then determines the highest valued solution that can be realized from the log in its 
final position on the DLI conveyor. However, if the settings of log rotation bias and log sweep 
threshold(s) accurately describe the limitations of the machinery, the average value recovery will be in 
close agreement to the predicted values.  The preceding is true if the level of optimization of both 
optimizers is the same, such as can be done off-line. In the on-line case the level of optimization by the 
turner optimizer is usually much lower as it must optimize the log for every rotation increment while, in 
the same time, the breakdown optimizer optimizes the log in only one (final) orientation. 
 
For brevity of the body of this report, additional relevant background information is provided in the 
following appendices. Copies can be obtained from FPInnovations and the Author. 
 
• Appendix I - Managing Log Sweep in Optimization of Log Turning 
• Appendix II - Impact of Log Turner Optimizer Settings on Value Recovery 
 
3.2 Impact of Incorrect Settings on Value Recovery 
A sawmill achieves highest value recovery when the log turner settings have values corresponding to the 
actual accuracy with which the logs are rotated and their position maintained.  When the actual log turner 
settings do not have these values the maximum value recovery is likely not achieved. This issue is best 
discussed with reference to Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
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Figure 3 Impact of incorrect value of setting for standard deviation of rotation errors on 

value recovery 
 
Setting for standard deviation of rotation errors 
Figure 3 shows the same value recovery plot as in Figure 2, but with two different standard deviations for 
rotation error. One is the actual setting (standard deviation) used by the turner optimizer in the calculation 
the other is the correct measured value of this setting for the machine. In Figure 3 example, the actual 
setting is much smaller than the correct setting giving a significantly different smoothing line leading to 
an incorrect selection of log rotation. For the above example the optimizer would select the rotation angle 
corresponding to Vsmax instead of Vamax. 
 
Setting for horns down threshold(s) 
Figure 4 illustrates why the maximum value recovery may not be achieved when the actual log turner 
settings do not have the correct, i.e. measured, values for the horns down threshold(s).  There are two 
cases: 

• Actual values of log turner settings for the horns down threshold(s) are smaller than the 
measured values.  In this case the logs with sweep greater than the actual values but smaller than 
the measured values may be rotated to orientations where their positions can be maintained, but 
with lower value recovery, instead of rotating these logs to other orientations where higher value 
recovery could be achieved and their positions could also be maintained.  

 
• Actual values of log turner settings for the horns down threshold(s) are greater than the 

measured values. In this case the logs with sweep greater than the measured values but smaller 
than the actual values may be rotated to orientations with high expected value recovery, but 
where their positions cannot be maintained during the passage of the logs through DLI and/or the 
chipping/sawing section. When this occurs, value recovery may be lost due to miss-machining – 
as shown in Figure 4. 
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Report    Figure 4 Impact of loss of positioning control on value recovery
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Figure 4 Impact of loss of positioning control on value recovery 
 
Figure 4 shows the same value recovery plot as in Figure 23, but with two hypothetical values vpccw and 
vpcw added.  These two values are used to specify in a simple way, a statistically likely, value recovery of 
a log rotated to orientations where its position cannot be maintained, i.e. outside the “correct, measured, 
rotation pie” delineated by two vertical red dashed lines. The assumption here is that when a log is rotated 
on the basis of actual log turner optimizer settings to any CCW angle outside the “correct, measured, 
rotation pie”, or the horns down position, the log orientation is not maintained and the log ends up lying 
on its side, at 90° CCW angle. The statistically likely value recovery realized from the log rotated to 90° 
CCW angle is named here as vpccw and it equals the statistically likely value recovery (i.e. the value on 
the red curve in Figure 3) of the log rotated to 90° CCW angle v(90), minus a miss-machining percentage 
penalty.  The miss-machining occurs because the sawing/machining forces acting on the log in this 
orientation are greatly different on the two log sides.  A simplest way to quantify the loss of recovery 
caused by this miss-machining would be to reduce the value recovery by a certain percentage vp as given 
by equation (1). 

 
vpccw = v(90) * (100 -  vp)/100  (1) 
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Similarly, when a log is rotated on the basis of actual log turner optimizer settings  to any CW angle 
outside the “correct, measured, rotation pie”, the statistically likely value recovery realized from the log is 
named here as vpcw and it is given by equation (2). 

 
vpcw = v(-90) * (100 -  vp)/100  (2) 

 
3.3 Determining Correct Log Turner Optimizer Settings 
Generally the capability of a log rotation system to rotate logs and maintain their orientation is unique to 
each system. This is caused by differences in the log rotator design, age, maintenance level, etc. The 
system performance may also vary seasonally, such as when processing frozen logs, or different species. 
The mis-machining varies for similar reasons. Hence, there is no “look-up table” or theoretical method for 
determining the correct log turner optimizer settings, and it is up to the sawmill staff to determine what 
these settings should be. The values of the settings may need to be adjusted when the system performance 
changes. 
By the way, when a log turner optimizer does not have particular settings as discussed here, it may be 
possible to affect the log rotation process in the same way by appropriately re-programming the log turner 
PLC.   
To determine the correct values of the log turner optimizer settings requires that log rotation errors for 
hundreds of logs are accurately measured. The measurements may be done manually, or more efficiently 
using suitable software, such as FPInnovations’ log rotation verification software (Brdicko, J. 2006).  An 
example of the data that can be obtained is shown in Figure 5. This can then be used to determine the 
correct values for the log turner optimizer settings. 
 

CW rotation:   error angle vs. PLC target angle
56 Logs in the Sample that Were Rotated CW

average of errors = - 7.1 degrees   average magnitude of errors = 22.3 degrees
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Figure 5 Clockwise rotation errors vs. PLC target angle 
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The threshold values of log sweep for rotating logs to horns down position may be determined by analysis 
of the rotation errors and/or by visual observation of rotating logs with large sweep.  Examples of analysis 
of the rotation errors for three sawmills are described in detail in Appendices XI, XII and XIII. 
 
 

4 Staff 
Laszlo Orbay Project Leader FPInnovations – Forintek Division 
Jan Brdicko Research Scientist FPInnovations – Forintek Division 
Ron Niessen Software Developer FPInnovations – Forintek Division 
Alex Precosky  Electro-Mechanical Developer FPInnovations – Forintek Division 
 
 

5 Materials and Methods 
5.1 Sample Logs 
The sample logs were selected such that their diameters and sweep cover the range of diameters and 
sweep of logs in a typical BC Interior log supply. 
 
A sample of 72 healthy logs, from our collection of scanned BC Interior logs, was used for the analysis.. 
The sample consisted of 18 logs in each of the four diameter classes shown below.,The natural sweep of 
the logs was adjusted so that the sweep within each diameter class varied approximately linearly from 
zero to about three inches. 
 
 Diameter Class 1: <7” 
 Diameter Class 2: 7 – 10” 
 Diameter Class 3: 10 – 13” 
 Diameter Class 4: 13 – 16” 
 
Log lengths range: 10′ to 16′. 
 
The summary of shape for each log in the sample are provided in Appendix III. 
 
5.2 Value Recovery from Sample Logs  
An OPTITEK mill model of a typical B.C. sawmill, processing healthy logs, was used to determine 
lumber recovery from each of the sample logs. A brief description of OPTITEK is provided in Appendix 
V, and the details of the OPTITEK mill model are described in Appendix VI. Data describing lumber 
products and by-products used here are provided in Appendix IV.  
 
The log rotation value plots (similar to Figure 2) were generated using the total green-mill value recovery 
from each log in 1° rotational clock-wise increments from 0o to 360o.  
 
Optitek defines the horns down position as 0o. In order to account for the fact that in most sawmills the 
logs on log turner in-feed conveyors lie with horns on the left or the right side, it was necessary to adjust 
the target angle referenced relative to the starting horns-down position at 0° to an “adjusted target angle” 
referenced relative to the horns on the left or the right side. Figure 6 shows a measured distribution of 
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PLC target angles for a sample of logs in a sawmill. Here average CW PLC angle = 103° and CCW PLC 
angle = -100.9° indicating that on the log turner in-feed conveyor in sawmills on average about one half 
of logs lie up by about 10° from horns on the left side and one half of logs lie up by about 10° from horns 
on the right side.  Hence in this project the target angles aPLC calculated for one half of the sample logs 
(evenly numbered) were “adjusted” by angle astart = 100° and one half of the sample logs (odd 
numbered) were “adjusted” by angle -astart, i.e. as given by equations (3) and (4). 
 
aPLCadjusted = aPLC + astart  for odd numbered logs  (3) 
aPLCadjusted = aPLC - astart  for even numbered logs  (4) 
 

Distribution of PLC target angles of 141 valid rotated logs

sample of 186 logs collected in February - April 2010
(with std. dev. = 15 deg and horns-down sweep threshold = 2.00" settings enabled)
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Figure 6 Histogram of PLC target angles 
 
5.3 Log Turner Optimizer Model 
Log Turner Optimizer Settings 
The software application “Recovery Value Estimator” (RVE), was developed to model log turner 
optimizers and log turning processes. RVE was used to calculate the statistically expected value recovery 
(of lumber, chips and sawdust ) from each sample log on the basis of values of settings used by a log 
turner optimizer and the parameters describing the log turning process. The settings and the parameters 
included log rotation bias, standard deviation of rotation errors, horns-down sweep threshold for use with 
angular pie, angular pie half-size and horns-down-only sweep threshold. 
 
The actual optimizer settings are denoted as: 
 

• akcw …  measured slope of cw rotation errors  
• aqcw …  measured offset of cw rotation errors 
• akccw…  measured slope of ccw rotation errors  
• aqccw…  measured offset of ccw rotation errors 
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• ab   …  actual log rotation bias 
• asd   …  actual standard deviation of rotation errors 
• asp  …  actual horns-down sweep threshold for use with angular pie 
• aap  …  actual angular pie half-size, with the pie centered about the horns-down orientation  
• ash  …  actual horns-down-only sweep threshold (ash ≥ asp) 

 
The meaning of the actual optimizer settings for slopes akcw and akccw and the offsets aqcw and aqccw 
is discussed in section 1.4 of Appendix II.  For a particular log, rotated from the starting orientation by a 
CW PLC target angle, the rotation bias ab = aecw; if the log is rotated from the starting orientation by a 
CCW PLC target angle the rotation bias ab = aeccw, i.e. as given by equations (5) and (6). 
 
ab = aecw = akcw * aPLC + aqcw  if aPLC >= 0  (5) 
ab = aeccw = akccw * aPLC + aqccw  if aPLC < 0  (6) 
 
Log Turner Optimizer Emulation 
Using the values of actual log turner optimizer settings a target angle is chosen depending on log sweep. 
The target angle is in the full 360° range for logs with small sweep, in the limited angular pie around the 
horns-down position for logs with medium sweep, or the horns-down position is chosen for logs with high 
sweep, as shown in Figure 7.  Target angles within the full 360° or pie range are selected by finding the 
maximum value point on the expected value recovery curve for a log turner with standard deviation asd.   
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Figure 7 Log Turner Optimizer Sweep Settings 
 
5.4 Log Turning Process Model 
Log Turning Process Parameters 
The log turning process is approximated in RVE by a log turning process model describing how 
accurately the logs are rotated and their orientation maintained in the DLI.  The log turning process model 
is similar to the log turner optimizer model and, for consistency, the log turning process model is 
quantified by an analogous set of measured parameters which are denoted as: 
 

• mkcw …  measured slope of cw rotation errors  
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• mqcw …  measured offset of cw rotation errors 
• mkccw…  measured slope of ccw rotation errors  
• mqccw…  measured offset of ccw rotation errors 

 
• msd   …  measured standard deviation of rotation errors 
• msp  …  measured horns-down sweep threshold for use with angular pie 
• map  …  measured angular pie half-size, with the pie centered about the horns-down orientation  
• msh  …  measured horns-down-only sweep threshold (msh >= msp) 

 
The meaning of the measured slopes mkcw and mkccw and the offsets mqcw and mqccw is as dicussed in 
Appendix II.  The task of the log turning process model is to rotate a particular log from the starting 
orientation by angle aPLCturner, as specified by the turner optimizer.  
 
For the log, to be rotated from the starting orientation by a CW angle aPLCturner, the rotation bias mb = 
mecw; if the log is to be rotated from the starting orientation by a CCW angle aPLCturner, the rotation 
bias mb = meccw, i.e. as given by equations (7) and (8). 
 
mb = mecw = mkcw * aPLCturner + mqcw  if aPLCturner >= 0  (7) 
mb = meccw = mkccw * aPLCturner + mqccw  if aPLCturner < 0  (8) 
 
Log Turning Process Emulation 
The log turning process is modeled to approximate the actual sawmill process. The primary variables of 
the model are the log sweep and the target angle it is given by the turner optimizer emulation.  As in the 
log turner optimizer model, to reference the target angle from the horns on the left or the right side 
orientation, the target angle is replaced by an adjusted target angle “aPLCadjusted” as given by equations 
(3) and (4). To compensate for log turning process bias, aPLCadjusted is adjusted by mb before it is sent 
to the log turning process model.  The model is based on the following assumptions: 

• log turning process limitations and accuracy is not a function of log diameter, shape of log cross-
section and length 

• the “spread” of rotation errors, as quantified by standard deviation msd, is constant, i.e. this aspect 
of log turning process is not a function of rotation angle magnitude and direction, or log sweep  

• for lightly swept logs, i.e. logs with sweep less than msp, the logs can be rotated to any angle in -
180° to 180° range 

• for medium swept logs, i.e. logs with sweep greater than msp but less than msh, for target angles 
outside of the angular pie, the DLI press rolls will cause the log to fall over and be lay horns on 
side on the DLI conveyor at either 90° or -90° 

• for heavily swept logs, i.e. logs with sweep greater than msh, and other than horns-down target 
angles, the above rule also applies 

 
The behavior of the log turner model is summarized in Figure 8 .  
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Figure 8 Log turning process model 
 
5.5 Log Turner Optimizer and Turning Process Study Limitations 
For simplicity, the following limitations are made in this study about the slippage of logs: 

• the slippage increases linearly from zero, i.e. aqcw = aqccw = mqcw = mqccw = 0 
• the slippage is the same in both CW or CCW directions, i.e. akcw = -akccw = ak and mkcw = -

mkccw = mk 
 
A convenient descriptor of log rotation errors is an average rotation error, also referred to as average 
rotation bias abave and mbave. Given the above limitations and the assumption that the average 
magnitude of PLC target angles equals astart = 100°, abave and ak and mbave and mk are related by 
equations (9) and (10). 
 
abave = ak * astart   (9) 
mbave = mk * astart   (10) 
  
If abave and mbave are specified, then ak and mk are given by equations (11) and (12). 
 
ak = abave / astart  (11) 
mk = mbave / astart  (12) 
 
5.6  Estimating Statistically Likely Lumber Recovery from Sample Logs 
Given the values for a set of measured machine capability parameters and actual log turner optimizer 
settings, calculation of the value recovery realized from a log is done in two steps, as shown 
schematically in Figure 9. The first step emulates the turner optimizer, using the actual log turner 
optimizer settings, to determine the target rotation angle on the basis of log sweep and value recovery 
function. The second step emulates the log turning process by using the measured machine capability 
parameters to determine the true rotation angle and the value recovery realized at that angle. These 
calculations are elaborated on below. 
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Figure 9 Value recovery calculation summary 
 
Calculating Value Loss 
To calculate the value losses of interest, three different statistically expected value recoveries were 
determined: 

• Maximum potential value recovery which could be achieved. This is calculated by the turner 
optimizer emulation run with the optimizer settings equal to the measured machine capability 
parameters. The logs end up being rotated to the target angles specified by the log turner 
optimizer. 

• Value recovery actually achieved. This is calculated by the turner optimizer emulation run with 
the actual (incorrect) optimizer settings.  Consequently, the logs are rotated to incorrect target 
angles because the settings do not match the  measured machine capability parameters.  

• Value recovery predicted by the log turner optimizer on the basis of its (incorrect) settings. This 
value recovery is calculated to show how the log turner optimizer can over or under predict the 
actual recovery. 

  
5.7 Modeling Log Rotation Processes of Different Capabilities 
The accuacy and limitations of log rotation may vary considerably from mill to mill, depending on the 
design and level of maintenance of the log turner and equipment. Hence, in this project, to determine how 
this variation in capabilities of log rotation process affects value recovery, the following five log turning 
processes were modeled: perfect, newest, good, average and bad. Rotation of logs in all these processes is 
subject to the usual horns down rules. The definitions and rationale for considering these five log rotation 
processes is as follows: 
 

1. Perfect process rotates logs perfectly to the target angles with no errors. The value recovery is the 
theoretically highest possible, and hence this recovery provides a reference for the value recovery 
of the other four real processes. 

2. Newest process rotates logs to the target angles with smallest errors, as facilitated by the newest 
technologies. The value recovery is the highest possible by real rotation process, and hence this 
recovery provides a reference for what could be gained by upgrading the current good, average 
and bad processes. 

3. Good process rotates logs to the target angles with larger (than above) errors, using current 
technologies maintained in good condition. The value recovery is good, but it could not be 
improved further without upgrading to the newest technologies. 

4. Average process rotates logs to the target angles with yet larger errors, using current and/or older 
technologies maintained in average condition. The value recovery is lower, but it might be 
improved with some technology upgrade and/or better maintenance. 
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5. Bad process rotates logs to the target angles with largest errors, using poorly maintained, older 
technologies. The value recovery is lowest, but it would likely be improved with some technology 
upgrade and/or better maintenance. 

 
The log turning process at each of these mills is quantified by a set of measured machine capability 
parameters m1, m2… m5 as shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1  Log turning process measured parameters – all parameters  

m1 m2 m3 m4 m5

average rotation bias [deg] mbave 0 5 10 15 20
start orientation of logs from horns-down [deg] astart 100 100 100 100 100
slope of cw rotation errors [deg/deg] mkcw 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
offset of cw rotation errors [deg] mqcw 0 0 0 0 0
slope of ccw rotation errors [deg/deg] mkccw 0 -0.05 -0.1 -0.15 -0.2
offset of ccw rotation errors [deg] mqccw 0 0 0 0 0
st. dev. of rot. errors [deg] msd 1 5 15 25 35
pie sweep threshold [in/8ft] msp 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
pie half-angle [deg] map 180 180 180 180 180
horns-down sweep threshold [in/8ft] msh 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

measured log turning process parameter name

measured 
log turning 

process 
parameter 

symbol

log turning process model name

 
In Table 1, the parameter astart is set to 100°, and corresponds to the orientation of the horns of the 
sample logs on the in-feed conveyor relative to the horns-down orientation.  The parameters 
mkcw,…,mqccw are calculated from the parameter mbave using equations (9) through (12).   The 
parameters msp and map were not used in the study discussed here, with the exception of the sensitivity 
study in section 6.2.4. 
 

Table 2  Log turning process measured parameters – study parameters  

m1 m2 m3 m4 m5

average rotation bias [deg] mbave 0 5 10 15 20
st. dev. of rot. errors [deg] msd 1 5 15 25 35
horns-down sweep threshold [in/8ft] msh 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

measured log turning process parameter name

measured 
log turning 

process 
parameter 

symbol

log turning process model name

 
Table 2 shows the relevant parameters used in the study. The parameters mbave and msd are different for 
each mill model, whereas the parameter msh is the same for all cases. 
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5.8 Example Calculation Details 
The purpose of this section is to show, in detail, how RVE calculates the value recoveries of interest for 
one log in the sample. The calculations show how the turner optimizer determines the target angle and 
how this angle is implemented by the log rotation process. RVE files for this study are in “study1-2 - 
log10 example” folder.  Similar calculations using different turner optimizer settings and log turning 
process parameters for this log and log #7 are included in Appendix XIV.  Log turning process measured 
parameters and optimizer settings – case 2 are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Log turning process measured parameters and optimizer settings – case 2  

average rotation bias [deg] mbave 15 abave -10
start orientation of logs from horns-down [deg] astart 100 astart 100
slope of cw rotation errors [deg/deg] mkcw 0.15 akcw -0.1
offset of cw rotation errors [deg] mqcw 0 aqcw 0
slope of ccw rotation errors [deg/deg] mkccw -0.15 akccw 0.1
offset of ccw rotation errors [deg] mqccw 0 aqccw 0
st. dev. of rot. errors [deg] msd 15 asd 30
horns-down sweep threshold [in/8ft] msh 1.5 ash 1.5

log turning 
process 

parameter 
values

log turner 
optimizer 
setting 
symbol

log turner 
optimizer 
setting 
values

measured log turning process parameter name 
and log turner optimizer setting name

measured log 
turning process 

parameter 
symbol

 
As shown in Table 3, the log turner optimizer setting for average rotation bias and st. dev. of rot. errors 
are different from the log turning process parameters.  The log turner optimizer setting for average bias 
mbave of -10° means that the optimizer expects that the logs would be under-rotated because of slippage, 
i.e. would not reach the target angle unless the target angle specified to the log turner optimizer is 
increased to compensate for the slippage.  The measured log turning process parameter for average bias 
mbave of 15° means, however, that the logs will be over-rotated past the target angle specified by the log 
turner optimizer. 

 
Figure 10 shows the value graph for log #10. Based on the log turner optimizer setting asd = 30o for 
standard deviation of rotation errors the value recovery at the target angle is shown by a red diamond 
corresponding to the highest point on the red smoothing curve ($4.78 at 2o). To adjust angle at1 for 
rotating the log from its initial position relative to the horns-on-side orientation at angle astart = 100° (i.e. 
horns on left side), requires rotating the log by angle ata2 = -98°.  To actually rotate the log there, the 
optimizer takes into account the rotation bias based on the log optimizer setting for average bias (i.e. 
abave = -10° per 90o), from which abias = -10.89°.  Hence the optimizer “believes” that in order for the 
log to end up rotated to the target angle ata2, requires that the log turner is instructed to rotate the log 
from its initial position relative to the horns-on-side orientation, by angle ata3 = ata2 + abias = -98°-
10.89° = -108.89°. 
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(5.28, -3)

(4.78, 2)

(4.70, -25.22)

 
Figure 10 Value recovery plot for log #10 – case 2 
 
However, the log turning process will over-rotate angle ata3 by the bias angle mbias = 16.33°, based on 
the log turning process parameter for average bias mbave of 15° and as calculated by equation (10).   
Hence, the log will end up rotated to angle mta3 = ata3 – mbias = -108.89° - 16.33° = -125.22°, relative 
to the horns-on-side orientation, corresponding to mta1 = ata1 - mbias + abias = 2° - 16.33° - 10.89° = - 
25.22°, relative to the horns-down orientation at 0°. 
 
At mta1 = -25.22°, $4.70 value recovery is realized, which is different (lower by 1.77%) than the $4.78 
value recovery predicted by the log turner optimizer.  In this example, because the settings asd and msd, 
for standard deviation of rotation errors are not equal, the smoothing lines based on these settings are 
different as well. The smoothing line for the log turner optimizer emulation is red and for the log turning 
process emulation it is grey.  The $4.70 value recovery realized by the log turning process, shown by the 
black square is on the grey line at angle mta1= -25.22°.  
 
5.9 Estimating Statistically Likely Lumber Recovery from Typical B.C. Interior Log 

Supply 
The value recoveries from each log in the sample were multiplied by the weights corresponding to the 
volume and the sweep percentages of each sample log in a typical B.C. Interior log supply. The 
assumptions and the calculations of the weights are described in detail in Appendix IX. 
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5.10 Estimating Potential Benefit and ROI of Newest Log Rotation Systems  
The newest log rotation systems utilize advanced process control technologies and equipment to increase 
the accuracy of log rotation.  The value recovery that could be achieved by these systems was calculated 
by “newest” model using measured machine capability parameters m2. The differences between the value 
recovery of this and the other systems were used to estimate the potential benefit and ROI of upgrading 
those systems. 
 
 

6 Results and Discussion 
To meet the objectives of this project the value recoveries were calculated for the five mill types 
represented by m1, m2,.., m5, as specified in Section 5.8.  For each mill type several plausible sets of log 
turner optimizer settings were considered; in each set of log turner optimizer settings, the values of one or 
more settings were varied in increments over a practical range of interest. The value recoveries calculated 
in this manner were used to estimate the potential value increase that could be achieved by: 
 

• using log turner optimizer settings matching the actual machine center capability 
• upgrading to newest commercially available log rotation systems  

 
In addition, particular value recoveries were plotted to show the impact of different incorrect log turner 
optimizer settings, such as may be the case in many sawmills. These plots show the relative importance of 
different settings so that a mill can focus on measuring what the most important settings should be set to, 
and appreciate the potential value increase that may be achieved as a result.  
  
6.1 Reference:  Ideal and Maximum Value Recovery from the Log Supply 
The purpose of calculating the theoretically highest possible (i.e. ideal) value recovery from the log 
supply considered here, is to provide a reference for comparison with the value recoveries calculated for 
all the other combinations of log turner optimizer settings and the log turning process parameters 
considered in the subsequent sections. 
 
The ideal value recovery would be achieved by an ideal log turning process capable of rotating logs to 
any target angle precisely and maintaining that orientation regardless of the log sweep.  The value 
recovery from each sample log therefore equals the highest value recovery from the values in the 
plus/minus 180° range as calculated by OPTITEK simulation, such as shown by the blue cirlce (5.28,-3) 
in Figure 10.  The ideal value recovery from the log supply considered here was calculated as 16.52 
[$/log] or 71.08 [$/m3]. 
 
The maximum value recoveries would be realized when values of the turner optimizer settings are made 
equal to the log turning process parameters, as shown in Table 1. The ideal and maximum value recovery 
in the five mills considered here are shown in Table 4.  

Table 4 Ideal and maximum value recovery realized from the log supply  
mill# 1 2 3 4 5
ideal value recovery [$/m3] 71.08 71.08 71.08 71.08 71.08
max value recovery   [$/m3] 70.80 70.10 69.29 68.82 68.48
max - ideal value recovery   [$/m3] -0.28 -0.98 -1.79 -2.26 -2.60
max - ideal value recovery   [%] -0.39 -1.38 -2.52 -3.18 -3.66  
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The small drop in the maximum value recovery of mill m1 as compared to the ideal value recovery is 
mainly due to the fact that in mill m1 the logs with sweep greater than 1.50” are rotated to the horns down 
orientation where the value recovery is smaller than the ideal value recovery at target angles to which 
these logs are rotated in the ideal case.  The maximum value recovery decrease from mill m2 using the 
newest technology to mill m3 using the best conventional technology is greater than the maximum value 
recovery decrease between mill m3 and mill m4 and also mill m4 and mill m5.  However, it is interesting 
to note that the increase in maximum value recovery from upgrading the conventional technology of mill 
m5 to the technology of mill m3 is about the same as the increase in maximum value recovery from 
upgrading the conventional technology of mill m3 to the newest technology of mill m2.  
 
6.2 Impact of One Incorrect Turner Optimizer Setting on Value Recovery 
6.2.1 Impact of Incorrect Average Rotation Bias Setting on Value Recovery 
This study provides insight into how the value recovery of the five mills considered here is impacted by an incorrect 
turner optimizer setting for average rotation bias. Table 5 shows the values of six different turner optimizer settings 
for average rotation bias for which the value recoveries were calculated.  

log turner 
optimizer 
setting 
symbol

abave 0 5 10 15 20 25
astart 100 100 100 100 100 100
akcw 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
aqcw 0 0 0 0 0 0

akccw 0 -0.05 -0.1 -0.15 -0.2 -0.25
aqccw 0 0 0 0 0 0

slope of cw rotation errors [deg/deg]
offset of cw rotation errors [deg]
slope of ccw rotation errors [deg/deg]
offset of ccw rotation errors [deg]

log turner optimizer setting name
values of log turner optimizer average rotation bias 

setting

average rotation bias [deg]
start orientation of logs from horns-down [deg] 
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Table 6 and Figure 11 and Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the results. 
 

Table 5 Log turner optimizer settings for average rotation bias 

log turner 
optimizer 
setting 
symbol

abave 0 5 10 15 20 25
astart 100 100 100 100 100 100
akcw 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
aqcw 0 0 0 0 0 0
akccw 0 -0.05 -0.1 -0.15 -0.2 -0.25
aqccw 0 0 0 0 0 0

slope of cw rotation errors [deg/deg]
offset of cw rotation errors [deg]
slope of ccw rotation errors [deg/deg]
offset of ccw rotation errors [deg]

log turner optimizer setting name values of log turner optimizer average rotation bias 
setting

average rotation bias [deg]
start orientation of logs from horns-down [deg] 
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Table 6 Impact of incorrect average rotation bias setting on value recovery 

predicted   
[$/m3]

realized   
[$/m3]

realized - 
predicted   

[$/m3]

realized - 
predicted   

[%]

maximum   
[$/m3]

realized - 
maximum   

[$/m3]

realized - 
maximum   

[%]

0 70.80 70.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 70.80 69.62 -1.18 -1.67 -1.18 -1.67
10 70.80 69.33 -1.47 -2.08 -1.47 -2.08
15 70.80 68.89 -1.91 -2.69 -1.91 -2.69
20 70.80 68.64 -2.16 -3.05 -2.16 -3.05
25 70.80 68.91 -1.89 -2.67 -1.89 -2.67
0 70.10 69.67 -0.43 -0.62 -0.43 -0.62
5 70.10 70.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10 70.10 69.81 -0.29 -0.41 -0.29 -0.41
15 70.10 69.39 -0.71 -1.01 -0.71 -1.01
20 70.10 69.05 -1.05 -1.50 -1.05 -1.50
25 70.10 68.83 -1.27 -1.81 -1.27 -1.81
0 69.29 69.06 -0.22 -0.32 -0.22 -0.32
5 69.29 69.23 -0.05 -0.08 -0.05 -0.08
10 69.29 69.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15 69.29 69.25 -0.04 -0.06 -0.04 -0.06
20 69.29 69.14 -0.15 -0.21 -0.15 -0.21
25 69.29 69.01 -0.28 -0.40 -0.28 -0.40
0 68.82 68.65 -0.17 -0.25 -0.17 -0.25
5 68.82 68.75 -0.07 -0.10 -0.07 -0.10
10 68.82 68.80 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02
15 68.82 68.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 68.82 68.81 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02
25 68.82 68.77 -0.05 -0.08 -0.05 -0.08
0 68.48 68.33 -0.15 -0.22 -0.15 -0.22
5 68.48 68.40 -0.08 -0.12 -0.08 -0.12
10 68.48 68.45 -0.03 -0.05 -0.03 -0.05
15 68.48 68.47 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01
20 68.48 68.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
25 68.48 68.47 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01

m5 20

m3 10

m4 15

70.80

value recovery

m2 5

mbave

m1 0

mill# abave

70.10

69.29

68.82

68.48
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Figure 11 Impact of incorrect average rotation bias setting on value recovery 
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Figure 12 Impact of incorrect average rotation bias setting on value recovery loss [%] 
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Impact of incorrect turner optimizer rotation bias setting on realized 
value recovery loss
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Figure 13 Impact of incorrect average rotation bias setting on value recovery loss [$/m3] 
 
The above results show the following: 

• As expected, the highest value recovery is realized when the value of the turner optimizer bias 
setting equals the actual rotation capability of the machine. I.e., the highest value recovery of mill 
m1 is realized at the value of the bias setting of 0°, value of 5° at mill m2, etc. 

• The drop in value recovery from its maximum value that occurs when the value of the bias setting 
in not equal the actual rotation capability of the machine is greater in mill m1 than in mill m2, it 
is greater in mill m2 than in mill m3, etc. In other words, the worse the log turning system is, the 
less it is affected by the incorrect value of the bias setting; in fact, the impact is negligible in mills 
m4 and m5.  Inversely, to maintain the high value recovery of mills 2 and 3, it is essential to 
ensure that the value of the bias setting equals the actual rotation capability of the machine. 

• For the majority of mills (m3, m4 and m5) the potential drop in value recovery due to the 
incorrect value of the bias setting is less than 0.50% from its maximum value. 

•  
 
6.2.2 Impact of Incorrect Std. Dev. of Rotation Errors Setting on Value Recovery 

Six different values of incorrect turner optimizer setting for std. dev. of rotation errors as shown in Table 
7 were considered.  The impact on the value recovery is shown in Table 8 and Figure 14 and Figure 15 
and Figure 16.  

Table 7 Log turner optimizer settings for std. dev. of rotation errors 

log turner 
optimizer 
setting 
symbol

asd 1 5 15 25 35 45
astart 100 100 100 100 100 100

log turner optimizer setting name values of log turner optimizer setting for st. dev. of rot. 
errors [deg]

st. dev. of rot. errors [deg]
start orientation of logs from horns-down [deg]  
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Table 8 Impact of incorrect std. dev. of rotation errors setting on value recovery 

predicted   
[$/m3]

realized   
[$/m3]

realized - 
predicted   

[$/m3]

realized - 
predicted   

[%]

maximum   
[$/m3]

realized - 
maximum   

[$/m3]

realized - 
maximum   

[%]

1 70.80 70.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 70.10 70.54 0.44 0.63 -0.27 -0.38
15 69.29 70.01 0.72 1.04 -0.80 -1.12
25 68.82 70.01 1.19 1.73 -0.79 -1.12
35 68.48 69.71 1.23 1.79 -1.09 -1.55
45 68.21 69.58 1.37 2.01 -1.22 -1.73
1 70.80 70.00 -0.80 -1.13 -0.09 -0.13
5 70.10 70.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15 69.29 69.88 0.59 0.86 -0.21 -0.31
25 68.82 69.83 1.01 1.47 -0.27 -0.38
35 68.48 69.67 1.19 1.74 -0.43 -0.61
45 68.21 69.61 1.40 2.05 -0.49 -0.70
1 70.80 69.10 -1.71 -2.41 -0.19 -0.28
5 70.10 69.23 -0.86 -1.23 -0.06 -0.08
15 69.29 69.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
25 68.82 69.26 0.44 0.64 -0.03 -0.04
35 68.48 69.18 0.70 1.02 -0.11 -0.16
45 68.21 69.14 0.93 1.37 -0.15 -0.21
1 70.80 68.65 -2.15 -3.03 -0.17 -0.24
5 70.10 68.77 -1.33 -1.89 -0.05 -0.07
15 69.29 68.81 -0.48 -0.70 -0.01 -0.02
25 68.82 68.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
35 68.48 68.80 0.32 0.47 -0.02 -0.02
45 68.21 68.79 0.59 0.86 -0.03 -0.04
1 70.80 68.34 -2.46 -3.48 -0.14 -0.20
5 70.10 68.43 -1.67 -2.38 -0.05 -0.07
15 69.29 68.45 -0.84 -1.21 -0.03 -0.04
25 68.82 68.47 -0.35 -0.51 -0.01 -0.01
35 68.48 68.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
45 68.21 68.48 0.27 0.40 0.00 0.00

69.29

68.82

68.48

5

70.80

70.10

msd

m1 1

mill# asd

m5 35

m3 15

m4 25

value recovery

m2
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Impact of incorrect turner optimizer std. dev. of rotation errors setting 
on realized value recovery
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Figure 14 Impact of incorrect std. dev. of rotation errors setting on value recovery 
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Figure 15 Impact of incorrect std. dev. of rotation errors setting on value recovery loss 
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Impact of incorrect turner optimizer std. dev. of rotation errors setting 
on realized value recovery loss
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Figure 16 Impact of incorrect std. dev. of rotation errors setting on value recovery loss 
 
The above results show similar trends as in section 6.2.1; specifically the following: 

• As expected, the highest value recovery is realized when the value of the turner optimizer std. 
dev. of rotation errors setting equals the actual rotation capability of the machine. I.e., the highest 
value recovery of mill m1 is realized at the value of the std. dev. of rotation errors setting of 1°, 
value of 5° at mill m2, value of 15° at mill m3 etc. 

• The drop in value recovery from its maximum value that occurs when the value of the std. dev. of 
rotation errors setting is not equal to the actual rotation capability of the machine. The drop is 
greater in mill m1 than in mill m2, it is greater in mill m2 than in mill m3, etc. In other words, the 
worse the log turning system is, the less it is affected by the incorrect value of the std. dev. of 
rotation errors setting; in fact the impact is negligible in mills m4 and m5.  Inversely, to maintain 
the high value recovery of mills 2 and 3, it is essential to ensure that the value of the std. dev. of 
rotation errors setting is equal the actual rotation capability of the machine. 

• For the majority of mills (m3, m4 and m5) the potential drop in value recovery due to the 
incorrect value of the std. dev. of rotation errors setting is less than 0.25% from its maximum 
value. 
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6.2.3 Impact of Incorrect Horns-down Sweep Threshold Setting on Value Recovery 

Four different values of incorrect turner optimizer setting for horns-down sweep threshold as shown in 
Table 9 were considered.  The impact on the value recovery is shown in  
 and Figure 17 and Figure 18 and Figure 19.  

Table 9 Log turner optimizer settings for horns-down sweep threshold 

log turner 
optimizer 
setting 
symbol

ash 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
astart 100 100 100 100 100 100

log turner optimizer setting name values of log turner optimizer setting for horns-down 
sweep threshold [in/8ft]

horns-down sweep threshold [in/8ft]
start orientation of logs from horns-down [deg] 
 

Table 10 Impact of incorrect horns-down sweep threshold setting on value recovery 

predicted   
[$/m3]

realized   
[$/m3]

realized - 
predicted   

[$/m3]

realized - 
predicted   

[%]

maximum   
[$/m3]

realized - 
maximum   

[$/m3]

realized - 
maximum   

[%]

0.00 69.539 69.534 -0.005 -0.008 -1.268 -1.790
0.50 70.009 69.995 -0.014 -0.020 -0.807 -1.140
1.00 70.699 70.701 0.001 0.002 -0.101 -0.143
1.50 70.802 70.802 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2.00 70.802 70.782 -0.020 -0.029 -0.020 -0.028
2.50 70.804 70.776 -0.029 -0.041 -0.026 -0.037
0.00 68.859 68.984 0.125 0.182 -1.114 -1.589
0.50 69.311 69.393 0.083 0.119 -0.704 -1.004
1.00 70.020 70.035 0.016 0.022 -0.062 -0.089
1.50 70.097 70.097 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2.00 70.100 70.079 -0.021 -0.030 -0.019 -0.027
2.50 70.102 70.072 -0.029 -0.042 -0.025 -0.035
0.00 67.713 68.666 0.953 1.407 -0.622 -0.898
0.50 68.180 68.871 0.691 1.013 -0.418 -0.603
1.00 69.124 69.264 0.141 0.203 -0.024 -0.035
1.50 69.288 69.288 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2.00 69.312 69.278 -0.034 -0.049 -0.011 -0.015
2.50 69.316 69.275 -0.041 -0.059 -0.014 -0.020
0.00 67.277 68.413 1.136 1.689 -0.407 -0.592
0.50 67.686 68.540 0.854 1.262 -0.281 -0.408
1.00 68.640 68.803 0.163 0.238 -0.017 -0.025
1.50 68.820 68.820 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2.00 68.848 68.814 -0.034 -0.050 -0.006 -0.009
2.50 68.853 68.812 -0.041 -0.059 -0.008 -0.012
0.00 67.074 68.199 1.125 1.678 -0.281 -0.410
0.50 67.425 68.289 0.864 1.282 -0.191 -0.278
1.00 68.315 68.467 0.153 0.223 -0.013 -0.018
1.50 68.480 68.480 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2.00 68.507 68.472 -0.034 -0.050 -0.008 -0.011
2.50 68.511 68.471 -0.040 -0.058 -0.009 -0.013

68.480

70.802

70.097

69.288

68.820

m1 1.5

mill# ashmsh

value recovery

m5 1.5

m3 1.5

m4 1.5

m2 1.5
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Figure 17 Impact of incorrect horns-down sweep threshold setting on value recovery 
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Figure 18 Impact of incorrect horns-down sweep threshold setting on value recovery loss 
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Impact of incorrect turner optimizer horns down threshold setting on 
realized value recovery loss
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Figure 19 Impact of incorrect horns-down sweep threshold setting on value recovery loss 
 
The above results show similar trends as in the preceding sections; specifically the following: 

• As expected, the highest value recovery is realized when the value of the turner optimizer horns-
down sweep threshold setting equals the actual rotation capability of the machine. I.e., in our 
case, the highest value recovery of all mills is realized at the value of the horns-down sweep 
threshold setting of 1.50”. 

• The drop in value recovery from its maximum value occurs when the value of the horns-down 
sweep threshold setting is smaller than the actual rotation capability of the machine (here 1.50”). 
The drop is greater in mill m1 than in mill m2, it is greater in mill m2 than in mill m3, etc. In 
other words, the worse the log turning system is, the less it is affected by the incorrect value of 
the horns-down sweep threshold setting; this time the impact is not negligible in mills m4 and 
m5.  The drop in value recovery is caused by the fact that in logs with small sweep (majority 
here) the orientation of these logs for the highest recovery is less likely to be near the horns down 
orientation than in logs with large sweep. Hence by forcing to rotate logs with small sweep to 
horns down orientation, potentially higher value recovery is not realized. 

• The drop in value recovery from its maximum value is negligible when the value of the horns-
down sweep threshold setting in greater than the actual rotation capability of the machine (here 
1.50”). The loss of recovery is limited to those logs with sweep greater than 1.50” and smaller 
than the value of the (incorrect) horns-down sweep threshold setting. The control of these logs 
cannot be maintained, and the logs are miss-machined. However, because there are very few of 
these logs, the impact on the value recovery from the entire log supply is negligible. 

• On the basis of the two points above, to maximize value recovery, it is better to err on specifying 
the value of the horns-down sweep threshold setting larger than the correct value, rather than 
specifying the value smaller. 
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6.2.4 Impact of Pie Sweep Threshold and Half-angle Settings on Value Recovery 

For practical reasons, the results in this section are presented in a different format than in the previous 
sections. Table 11 includes value recoveries for six sets of log turner optimizer settings and the log 
turning process parameters for mill #3. This mill was selected as it represents a typical sawmill and the 
conclusions based on the results for this mill apply to the other mills as well. The parameters were 
selected to estimate the limits on the potential increase in the value recovery that would be facilitated by 
using “Pie Sweep Threshold” and “Half-angle” settings in the optimizer as compared to more common 
optimizer without these settings.  The same values were used for both the log turner optimizer settings 
and the log turning process parameters to represent the situation where the value of the settings perfectly 
set and hence maximum value recovery is realized.  Unlike in the previous sections, the purpose here was 
not to investigate the impact of incorrect turner settings on value recovery. 
 

Table 11 Impact of pie sweep threshold and half-angle settings on value recovery 

case# bave  
[deg] qcw kcw qccw kccw st dev 

[deg]
sweep pie 

[in]
angle pie 

[deg]

sweep 
horns 

down [in]

value 
recovery  
[$/m3]

1 10 0 0.1 0 -0.1 15 0.1 20 5 68.48
2 10 0 0.1 0 -0.1 15 4 20 5 69.32
3 10 0 0.1 0 -0.1 15 0.99 30 1 69.12
4 10 0 0.1 0 -0.1 15 0.99 30 3 69.28
5 10 0 0.1 0 -0.1 15 1.49 30 1.5 69.29
6 10 0 0.1 0 -0.1 15 1.49 30 3 69.31  

 
In case #1 all logs were rotated to approximately horns down position. 
In case #2 all logs were rotated to the highest valued angle on +/- 180 range. 
Comparing cases #1 and #2 shows the benefit of 69.32 – 68.48 = .84 [$/m3], or 1.21%, from rotating all 
logs to the highest valued solution with no limitation by the sweep. 
 
In case #3 logs with sweep > 1” were rotated to approximately horns down position.  Logs with sweep < 
1” were rotated to the highest valued angle on +/- 180 range. 
In case #4 logs with 1” < sweep < 3” were rotated to highest valued solution angle within +/- 30 range 
and logs with sweep > 3” were rotated to horns down position. 
Comparing cases #3 and #4 shows the benefit of 69.28 – 69.12 = .16 [$/m3], or 0.23%, from using a pie 
settings to increase ash from 1” to 3”. 
 
In case #5 logs with sweep > 1.50” were rotated to approximately horns down position.  Logs with sweep 
< 1.50” were rotated to the highest valued angle on +/- 180 range. 
 
In case #6 logs with sweep < 1.5” were rotated to the highest valued angle on +/- 180 range,  logs with 
sweep 1” < sweep 3” were rotated to highest valued solution angle within +/- 30 range, and logs with 
sweep > 3” were rotated to horns down position. 
 
Comparing cases #5 and #6 shows the benefit of 69.31 – 69.29 = .02 [$/m3], or 0.03% from using a pie to 
increase ash from 1.5” to 3” 
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The above results show a potential increase in value recovery ranging from 0.03% to 0.23% facilitated by 
using the using “Pie Sweep Threshold” and “Half-angle” settings in the optimizer as compared to more 
common optimizer without these settings.  More likely the potential increase in value recovery would be 
smaller than 0.10%.  Based on the research done here and in our member mills, the big challenge with 
using these settings is in determining their correct values.  There is now no way to do that analytically, 
such as by simulation, and it is not likely that it could be done with sufficient accuracy.  To determine the 
settings experimentally in the sawmill would require changing these settings in a systematic manner and 
observing both the processing problems and changes in the value recovery over many shifts. It is highly 
unlikely that sawmills would be willing to do this, given the required effort and small potential benefit.  
 
6.3 Impact of Several Incorrect Settings on Value Recovery from a Log Supply 
It is likely that in most sawmills several, or all, of the actual log turner optimizer settings are incorrect. 
The impact of several incorrect settings on value recovery from a log supply is probably not cumulative, 
i.e. the total impact is not equal to the sum of impacts caused by each incorrect setting alone, such as 
quantified in the previous sections.  It was shown in the previous sections that value recovery is impacted 
most by two incorrect settings: average bias and std. dev. of rotation errors.  
 
6.3.1 Impact of Bias and Std. Dev. of Rotation Errors Settings on Value Recovery 

To provide insight into how the value recovery is impacted when these two settings are both incorrect, as 
shown in Table 12, six different values of average rotation bias and six different values of std. dev. of 
rotation errors were considered.  The span of these settings is somewhat larger than the span of the 
corresponding log turning process parameters.  The value recovery was calculated for every combination 
of the settings, giving total of 36 values for each mill.  
 
Table 13 shows value recovery for mill #1. The impact on the value recovery is shown in Figure 20 and 
Figure 21 and Figure 22. 
 

Table 12 Values of bias and std. dev. of rotation errors settings considered 

average rotation bias [deg] abave 0 5 10 15 20 25
start orientation of logs from horns-down [deg] astart 100 100 100 100 100 100
slope of cw rotation errors [deg/deg] akcw 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
offset of cw rotation errors [deg] aqcw 0 0 0 0 0 0
slope of ccw rotation errors [deg/deg] akccw 0 -0.05 -0.1 -0.15 -0.2 -0.25
offset of ccw rotation errors [deg] aqccw 0 0 0 0 0 0
st. dev. of rot. errors [deg] asd 0 5 15 25 35 45

log turner optimizer setting name

log turner 
optimizer 
setting 
symbol

log turner optimizer settings ranges
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Table 13 Value recoveries of mill #1 with different bias and std. dev. of rotation errors 
settings 

predicted   
[$/m3]

realized   
[$/m3]

realized - 
predicted   

[$/m3]

realized - 
predicted   

[%]

maximum   
[$/m3]

realized - 
maximum   

[$/m3]

realized - 
maximum   

[%]

1 0 70.80 70.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 5 70.80 69.62 -1.18 -0.02 -1.18 -1.67
3 10 70.80 69.33 -1.47 -0.02 -1.47 -2.08
4 15 70.80 68.89 -1.91 -0.03 -1.91 -2.69
5 20 70.80 68.64 -2.16 -0.03 -2.16 -3.05
6 25 70.80 68.91 -1.89 -0.03 -1.89 -2.67
7 0 70.10 70.54 0.44 0.01 -0.27 -0.38
8 5 70.10 69.84 -0.26 0.00 -0.96 -1.36
9 10 70.10 69.36 -0.74 -0.01 -1.44 -2.04
10 15 70.10 68.85 -1.25 -0.02 -1.95 -2.76
11 20 70.10 68.69 -1.40 -0.02 -2.11 -2.98
12 25 70.10 68.73 -1.37 -0.02 -2.08 -2.93
13 0 69.29 70.01 0.72 0.01 -0.80 -1.12
14 5 69.29 69.66 0.37 0.01 -1.14 -1.61
15 10 69.29 69.40 0.11 0.00 -1.40 -1.98
16 15 69.29 69.23 -0.06 0.00 -1.57 -2.22
17 20 69.29 68.90 -0.39 -0.01 -1.91 -2.69
18 25 69.29 68.92 -0.37 -0.01 -1.88 -2.65
19 0 68.82 70.01 1.19 0.02 -0.79 -1.12
20 5 68.82 69.66 0.84 0.01 -1.14 -1.62
21 10 68.82 69.39 0.56 0.01 -1.42 -2.00
22 15 68.82 69.16 0.34 0.01 -1.64 -2.31
23 20 68.82 68.90 0.08 0.00 -1.90 -2.69
24 25 68.82 68.96 0.14 0.00 -1.84 -2.60
25 0 68.48 69.71 1.23 0.02 -1.09 -1.55
26 5 68.48 69.75 1.27 0.02 -1.05 -1.49
27 10 68.48 69.48 1.00 0.01 -1.33 -1.87
28 15 68.48 69.15 0.67 0.01 -1.66 -2.34
29 20 68.48 68.87 0.39 0.01 -1.93 -2.73
30 25 68.48 69.04 0.56 0.01 -1.76 -2.49
31 0 68.21 69.58 1.37 0.02 -1.22 -1.73
32 5 68.21 69.80 1.60 0.02 -1.00 -1.41
33 10 68.21 69.50 1.29 0.02 -1.30 -1.84
34 15 68.21 68.87 0.66 0.01 -1.93 -2.73
35 20 68.21 69.13 0.92 0.01 -1.67 -2.36
36 25 68.21 69.00 0.79 0.01 -1.80 -2.54

abavemill

m1          
msd = 1     

mbave = 0

35

45

case# asd

70.80

1

5

15

25

value recovery

 
 
Tables in the same format as Table 13 , for mills m2… m5 are in Appendix XV. 
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Impact of incorrect turner optimizer average rotation bias and std. 
dev. of rotation errors  settings on realized value recovery
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Figure 20 Impact of incorrect different rotation bias and std. dev. of rotation errors settings 

on value recovery 
 

Impact of incorrect turner optimizer average rotation bias and std. dev. 
of rotation errors  settings on realized value recovery loss
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Figure 21 Impact of incorrect different rotation bias and std. dev. of rotation errors settings 

on value recovery loss 
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Impact of incorrect turner optimizer average rotation bias and std. 
dev. of rotation errors  settings on realized value recovery loss
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Figure 22 Impact of incorrect different rotation bias and std. dev. of rotation errors settings 

on value recovery loss 
 
The above results show the following: 

• As expected, the highest value recovery is realized when both values of the turner optimizer bias 
and std. dev. of rotation errors settings equal the actual rotation capability of the machine.  

• The drop in value recovery from its maximum value that occurs when the value of settings are not 
equal to the actual rotation capability of the machine. The drop is largest when the errors in both 
settings are largest. The drop is greater in mill m1 than in mill m2, it is greater in mill m2 than in 
mill m3, etc. In other words, the worse the log turning system is, the less it is affected by the 
incorrect values of the settings.  

• Potential drop in value recovery from the maximum value due to the incorrect value of these 
settings is less than 1.8% for mill m2, less than 0.8% for mill m3, and m4 and less than 0.6% for 
mill m5. 

 
6.3.2 Impact of Bias and Horns Down Settings on Value Recovery 

To provide insight into how the value recovery is impacted when these two settings are both incorrect, as 
shown Table 14, six different values of average rotation bias and six different values of std. dev. of 
rotation errors were considered.  The span of these settings is somewhat larger than the span of the 
corresponding log turning process parameters.  The value recovery was calculated for every combination 
of the settings, giving total of 36 values for each mill.  Table 15 shows value recovery for mill #2. The 
impact on the value recovery is shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24 and Figure 25. 
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Table 14 Values of bias and horns down settings considered 

average rotation bias [deg] abave 0 5 10 15 20 25
start orientation of logs from horns-down [deg] astart 100 100 100 100 100 100
slope of cw rotation errors [deg/deg] akcw 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
offset of cw rotation errors [deg] aqcw 0 0 0 0 0 0
slope of ccw rotation errors [deg/deg] akccw 0 -0.05 -0.1 -0.15 -0.2 -0.25
offset of ccw rotation errors [deg] aqccw 0 0 0 0 0 0
horns-down sweep threshold [in/8ft] ash 0.5 1 1.5

log turner optimizer settings rangeslog turner optimizer setting name

log turner 
optimizer 
setting 
symbol

 
 

Table 15 Value recoveries of mill #2 with different bias and horns down settings 

predicted   
[$/m3]

realized   
[$/m3]

realized - 
predicted   

[$/m3]

realized - 
predicted   

[%]

maximum   
[$/m3]

realized - 
maximum   

[$/m3]

realized - 
maximum   

[%]

1 0 69.31 69.28 -0.04 0.00 -0.82 -1.17
2 5 69.31 69.39 0.08 0.00 -0.70 -1.00
3 10 69.31 69.16 -0.15 0.00 -0.94 -1.33
4 15 69.31 68.89 -0.43 -0.01 -1.21 -1.73
5 20 69.31 68.69 -0.62 -0.01 -1.40 -2.00
6 25 69.31 68.53 -0.78 -0.01 -1.56 -2.23
7 0 70.02 69.63 -0.39 -0.01 -0.47 -0.67
8 5 70.02 70.04 0.02 0.00 -0.06 -0.09
9 10 70.02 69.77 -0.25 0.00 -0.33 -0.47
10 15 70.02 69.38 -0.64 -0.01 -0.72 -1.03
11 20 70.02 69.05 -0.97 -0.01 -1.05 -1.50
12 25 70.02 68.81 -1.21 -0.02 -1.29 -1.83
13 0 70.10 69.67 -0.43 -0.01 -0.43 -0.62
14 5 70.10 70.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15 10 70.10 69.81 -0.29 0.00 -0.29 -0.41
16 15 70.10 69.39 -0.71 -0.01 -0.71 -1.01
17 20 70.10 69.05 -1.05 -0.01 -1.05 -1.50
18 25 70.10 68.83 -1.27 -0.02 -1.27 -1.81

   m2          
msh = 1.50     
mbave = 5

0.5

70.101

1.5

mill case# ash abave

value recovery

 
Tables in the same format as Table 15, for mills m1, m3, m4 and m5 are in Appendix XVI. 
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Impact of incorrect turner optimizer average rotation bias and horns 
down settings on realized value recovery
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Figure 23 Impact of incorrect different rotation bias and horns down settings on value 
recovery 
 

Impact of incorrect turner optimizer average rotation bias and horns 
down settings on realized value recovery loss
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Figure 24 Impact of incorrect different rotation bias and horns down settings on value 

recovery loss 
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Impact of incorrect turner optimizer average rotation bias and horns 
down settings on realized value recovery loss
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Figure 25 Impact of incorrect different rotation bias and horns down settings on value 

recovery loss 
 
The above results show the following: 

• As expected, the highest value recovery is realized when both values of the turner optimizer bias 
and horns down settings equal the actual rotation capability of the machine.  

• The drop in value recovery from its maximum value that occurs when the value of settings are not 
equal the actual rotation capability of the machine. The drop is largest when the errors in both 
settings are largest. The drop is greater in mill m1 than in mill m2, it is greater in mill m2 than in 
mill m3, etc. In other words, the worse the log turning system is, the less it is affected by the 
incorrect values of the settings.  

• Potential drop in value recovery from the maximum value due to the incorrect value of these 
settings is less than 2.2% for mill m2, less than 0.9% for mill m3, and less than 0.6% for mills m4 
and m5. 

 
6.3.3 Impact of Std. Dev. of Rotation Errors and Horns Down Settings on Value Recovery 

To provide insight into how the value recovery is impacted when these two settings are both incorrect, as 
shown Table 16, six different values of std. dev. of rotation errors and three different values of horns 
down settings were considered.  The span of std. dev. of rotation errors settings is somewhat larger than 
the span of the corresponding log turning process parameters. Because as shown in section x, increasing 
the horns down setting above 1.5” has extremely small impact on the value recovery, only two settings for 
horns down, smaller than 1.5” were considered. The value recovery was calculated for every combination 
of these settings, giving total of 18 values for each mill.  Table 17 shows value recovery for mill #3.  The 
impact on the value recovery is shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27 and Figure 28. 
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Table 16 Values of std. dev. of rotation errors and horns down settings considered 

st. dev. of rot. errors [deg] asd 0 5 15 25 35 45
horns-down sweep threshold [in/8ft] ash 0.5 1 1.5

log turner optimizer setting name

log turner 
optimizer 
setting 
symbol

log turner optimizer settings ranges

 
 
Table 17 Value recoveries of mill #3 with different std. dev. of rotation errors and horns 

down settings 

predicted   
[$/m3]

realized   
[$/m3]

realized - 
predicted   

[$/m3]

realized - 
predicted   

[%]

maximum   
[$/m3]

realized - 
maximum   

[$/m3]

realized - 
maximum   

[%]
1 1 70.01 68.86 -1.15 -0.02 -0.43 -0.62
2 5 69.31 68.86 -0.45 -0.01 -0.43 -0.61
3 15 68.18 68.87 0.69 0.01 -0.42 -0.60
4 25 67.69 68.86 1.18 0.02 -0.43 -0.62
5 35 67.43 68.82 1.40 0.02 -0.47 -0.67
6 45 67.25 68.80 1.54 0.02 -0.49 -0.71
7 1 70.70 69.09 -1.61 -0.02 -0.20 -0.29
8 5 70.02 69.22 -0.80 -0.01 -0.07 -0.10
9 15 69.12 69.26 0.14 0.00 -0.02 -0.03
10 25 68.64 69.24 0.60 0.01 -0.05 -0.07
11 35 68.31 69.16 0.84 0.01 -0.13 -0.19
12 45 68.06 69.12 1.06 0.02 -0.17 -0.24
13 1 70.80 69.10 -1.71 -0.02 -0.19 -0.28
14 5 70.10 69.23 -0.86 -0.01 -0.06 -0.08
15 15 69.29 69.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
16 25 68.82 69.26 0.44 0.01 -0.03 -0.04
17 35 68.48 69.18 0.70 0.01 -0.11 -0.16
18 45 68.21 69.14 0.93 0.01 -0.15 -0.21

value recovery

mill case# ash asd

    m3          
msh = 1.50 
msd = 15

0.5

69.291

1.5

 
Tables in the same format as Table 17, for mills m1, m2, m4 and m5 are in Appendix XVII. 
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Impact of incorrect turner optimizer std. dev. of rotation errors  and 
horns down settings on realized value recovery
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Figure 26 Impact of incorrect std. dev. of rotation errors and horns down settings on value 

recovery 
 
 

Impact of incorrect turner optimizer std. dev. of rotation errors  and 
horns down settings on realized value recovery loss
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Figure 27 Impact of incorrect std. dev. of rotation errors and horns down settings on value 

recovery loss 
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Impact of incorrect turner optimizer std. dev. of rotation errors  and 
horns down settings on realized value recovery loss
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Figure 28 Impact of incorrect std. dev. of rotation errors and horns down settings on value 

recovery loss 
 
The above results show the following: 

• As expected, the highest value recovery is realized when both values of the turner optimizer std. 
dev. of rotation errors and horns down settings equal the actual rotation capability of the machine.  

• The drop in value recovery from its maximum value that occurs when the value of settings are not 
equal the actual rotation capability of the machine. The drop is largest when the errors in both 
settings are largest. The drop is greater in mill m1 than in mill m2, it is greater in mill m2 than in 
mill m3, etc. In other words, the worse the log turning system is, the less it is affected by the 
incorrect values of the settings.  

• Potential drop in value recovery from the maximum value due to the incorrect value of these 
settings is less than 1.5% for mill m2, less than 0.7% for mill m3, and less than 0.4% for mills m4 
and m5. 

 
6.3.4 Impact of Bias, Std. Dev. of Rotation Errors and Horns Down Settings on Value Recovery 

To provide insight into how the value recovery is impacted when these three settings are all incorrect, as 
shown Table 18, six different values of average rotation bias and six different values of std. dev. of 
rotation errors and three values of horns down settings were considered.  The spans of these settings for 
the corresponding log turning process parameters are the same as in the preceding sections. The value 
recovery was calculated for every combination of these settings. The total of 72 values for each mill using 
the horns down settings equal to .50” and 1.5” are shown in Table 19  for mill #4.  The 36 values for each 
mill using the horns down settings equal to 1.50” are already shown in section 6.3.1.  The impact on the 
value recovery is shown Figure 29 and Figure 30 and Figure 31. 
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Table 18 Values of bias, std. dev. of rotation errors and horns down settings considered 

average rotation bias [deg] abave 0 5 10 15 20 25
start orientation of logs from horns-down [deg] astart 100 100 100 100 100 100
slope of cw rotation errors [deg/deg] akcw 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
offset of cw rotation errors [deg] aqcw 0 0 0 0 0 0
slope of ccw rotation errors [deg/deg] akccw 0 -0.05 -0.1 -0.15 -0.2 -0.25
offset of ccw rotation errors [deg] aqccw 0 0 0 0 0 0
st. dev. of rot. errors [deg] asd 0 5 15 25 35 45
horns-down sweep threshold [in/8ft] ash 0.5 1 1.5

log turner optimizer setting name

log turner 
optimizer 
setting 
symbol

log turner optimizer settings ranges
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Table 19 Value recoveries of mill #4 with different bias, std. dev. of rotation errors and horns 
down settings 

predicted   
[$/m3]

realized   
[$/m3]

realized - 
predicted   

[$/m3]

realized - 
predicted   

[%]

maximum   
[$/m3]

realized - 
maximum   

[$/m3]

realized - 
maximum   

[%]
1 0 70.01 68.37 -1.64 -0.02 -0.45 -0.66
2 5 70.01 68.46 -1.55 -0.02 -0.36 -0.53
3 10 70.01 68.51 -1.50 -0.02 -0.31 -0.45
4 15 70.01 68.53 -1.48 -0.02 -0.29 -0.42
5 20 70.01 68.52 -1.49 -0.02 -0.30 -0.43
6 25 70.01 68.50 -1.51 -0.02 -0.32 -0.47
7 0 69.31 68.38 -0.93 -0.01 -0.44 -0.64
8 5 69.31 68.46 -0.85 -0.01 -0.36 -0.52
9 10 69.31 68.51 -0.80 -0.01 -0.31 -0.44
10 15 69.31 68.53 -0.78 -0.01 -0.29 -0.42
11 20 69.31 68.52 -0.79 -0.01 -0.30 -0.43
12 25 69.31 68.49 -0.82 -0.01 -0.33 -0.48
13 0 68.18 68.37 0.19 0.00 -0.45 -0.65
14 5 68.18 68.46 0.28 0.00 -0.36 -0.52
15 10 68.18 68.51 0.33 0.00 -0.31 -0.45
16 15 68.18 68.53 0.35 0.01 -0.29 -0.42
17 20 68.18 68.52 0.34 0.01 -0.30 -0.43
18 25 68.18 68.50 0.32 0.00 -0.32 -0.47
19 0 67.69 68.39 0.70 0.01 -0.43 -0.63
20 5 67.69 68.47 0.79 0.01 -0.35 -0.50
21 10 67.69 68.52 0.84 0.01 -0.30 -0.43
22 15 67.69 68.54 0.85 0.01 -0.28 -0.41
23 20 67.69 68.53 0.84 0.01 -0.29 -0.42
24 25 67.69 68.50 0.82 0.01 -0.32 -0.46
25 0 67.43 68.41 0.98 0.01 -0.41 -0.60
26 5 67.43 68.48 1.06 0.02 -0.34 -0.49
27 10 67.43 68.52 1.10 0.02 -0.30 -0.43
28 15 67.43 68.53 1.11 0.02 -0.29 -0.42
29 20 67.43 68.52 1.10 0.02 -0.30 -0.43
30 25 67.43 68.50 1.07 0.02 -0.33 -0.47
31 0 67.25 68.41 1.16 0.02 -0.41 -0.59
32 5 67.25 68.48 1.23 0.02 -0.34 -0.49
33 10 67.25 68.52 1.26 0.02 -0.30 -0.44
34 15 67.25 68.53 1.27 0.02 -0.29 -0.43
35 20 67.25 68.51 1.26 0.02 -0.31 -0.45
36 25 67.25 68.49 1.23 0.02 -0.33 -0.48
37 0 70.80 68.30 -2.50 -0.04 -0.52 -0.75
38 5 70.80 68.46 -2.34 -0.03 -0.36 -0.52
39 10 70.80 68.58 -2.22 -0.03 -0.24 -0.35
40 15 70.80 68.65 -2.15 -0.03 -0.17 -0.24
41 20 70.80 68.69 -2.12 -0.03 -0.13 -0.20
42 25 70.80 68.69 -2.12 -0.03 -0.13 -0.19
43 0 70.10 68.57 -1.53 -0.02 -0.25 -0.37
44 5 70.10 68.68 -1.42 -0.02 -0.14 -0.21
45 10 70.10 68.75 -1.35 -0.02 -0.07 -0.11
46 15 70.10 68.77 -1.33 -0.02 -0.05 -0.07
47 20 70.10 68.76 -1.34 -0.02 -0.06 -0.09
48 25 70.10 68.72 -1.37 -0.02 -0.10 -0.14
49 0 69.29 68.62 -0.67 -0.01 -0.20 -0.29
50 5 69.29 68.73 -0.56 -0.01 -0.09 -0.14
51 10 69.29 68.79 -0.50 -0.01 -0.03 -0.05
52 15 69.29 68.81 -0.48 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02
53 20 69.29 68.79 -0.50 -0.01 -0.03 -0.05
54 25 69.29 68.74 -0.55 -0.01 -0.08 -0.11
55 0 68.82 68.65 -0.17 0.00 -0.17 -0.25
56 5 68.82 68.75 -0.07 0.00 -0.07 -0.10
57 10 68.82 68.80 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 -0.02
58 15 68.82 68.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
59 20 68.82 68.81 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.02
60 25 68.82 68.77 -0.05 0.00 -0.05 -0.08
61 0 68.48 68.64 0.16 0.00 -0.18 -0.26
62 5 68.48 68.73 0.25 0.00 -0.09 -0.13
63 10 68.48 68.79 0.31 0.00 -0.04 -0.05
64 15 68.48 68.80 0.32 0.00 -0.02 -0.02
65 20 68.48 68.80 0.32 0.00 -0.02 -0.03
66 25 68.48 68.77 0.29 0.00 -0.05 -0.08
67 0 68.21 68.64 0.43 0.01 -0.18 -0.26
68 5 68.21 68.72 0.52 0.01 -0.10 -0.14
69 10 68.21 68.77 0.57 0.01 -0.05 -0.07
70 15 68.21 68.79 0.59 0.01 -0.03 -0.04
71 20 68.21 68.79 0.58 0.01 -0.03 -0.05
72 25 68.21 68.76 0.56 0.01 -0.06 -0.08

mill case# ash asd abave

value recovery

   m4          
msd = 25     

mbave = 15     
msh = 1.50

ash = .50

1

68.82

5

15

25

35

45

ash = 1.50

35

45

1

5

15

25
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Tables in the same format as 
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Table 19, for mills m1, m2, m3 and m4 are in Appendix XVIII. 
 

Impact of incorrect turner optimizer average rotation bias, std. dev. of 
rotation errors and horns down settings on realized value recovery
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Figure 29 Impact of incorrect rotation bias, std. dev. of rotation errors and horns down 

settings on value recovery 
 

Impact of incorrect turner optimizer average rotation bias, std. dev. of 
rotation errors and horns down settings on realized value recovery loss
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Figure 30 Impact of incorrect rotation bias, std. dev. of rotation errors and horns down 

settings on value recovery loss 
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Impact of incorrect turner optimizer average rotation bias, std. dev. of 
rotation errors and horns down settings on realized value recovery loss
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Figure 31 Impact of incorrect rotation bias, std. dev. of rotation errors and horns down 

settings on value recovery loss 
 
The above results show the following: 

• As expected, the highest value recovery is realized when all three values of the turner optimizer 
bias, std. dev. of rotation errors and horns down settings equal the actual rotation capability of the 
machine.  

• The drop in value recovery from its maximum value that occurs when the value of settings are not 
equal the actual rotation capability of the machine. The drop is largest when the errors in the 
values of all settings are largest. The drop is greater in mill m1 than in mill m2, it is greater in 
mill m2 than in mill m3, etc. In other words, the worse the log turning system is, the less it is 
affected by the incorrect values of the settings.  

• Potential drop in value recovery from the maximum value due to the incorrect value of these 
settings is less than 2.3% for mill m2, less than 0.9% for mill m3, and less than 0.7% for mills m4 
and m5. 

 
6.4 Monetary Value of Change in Value Recovery  
As given in section 6.1, the ideal value recovery from the log supply considered here was calculated as 
71.08 [$/m3].  This value recovery is used in this section as well and the reader needs to make adjustments 
for the value recovery of his mill of interest. 
 
To relate the change (increase or decrease) in value recovery to the monetary value, a typical B.C. interior 
sawmill producing 700,000 [m3/yr] is valued here approximately $50 [million$/yr] = 700,000 [m3/yr] * 
71.08 [$/m3].  The mill is assumed to have two lines utilizing a log turner and DLI systems, such as 
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considered in this report.  Hence $25 [million$/yr] processed by each line with 1.0% change (increase or 
decrease) in value recovery is worth 250,000 [$/yr]. In the simple ROI estimates below, it is assumed that 
the change (increase or decrease) in value recovery entails no changes to mill processing and maintenance 
costs.  
 
6.5 Potential Benefits from Optimizing Current Log Rotation Systems 
As presented in section 6.3, potential drop in value recovery from the maximum value due to the incorrect 
value of turner optimizer settings may be as high as 2.3% for mill m2, 0.9% for mill m3, and 0.7% for 
mills m4 and m5.  Forintek staff and the author have assisted a number of sawmills in determining the 
correct values of turner optimizer settings and/or adjusting log turner PLC to minimize rotation errors. 
Three examples of the contract research work in this area done in three sawmills is described in 
Appendices XI, XII and XIII. In all cases, turner optimizer settings were found to be significantly 
incorrect and causing drop in value recovery such as given here.  Furthermore, in the course of this work 
other problems affecting log rotation were found, such as partially blocked scanners providing log images 
of poor quality, misaligned DLI press rolls, etc.  Fixing these problems and determining and using correct 
values of turner optimizer settings and/or adjusting log turner PLC to minimize rotation errors has 
increased value recovery more than the expected 0.9% for mill m3, and 0.7% for mills m4 and m5.  The 
monetary value was estimated to exceed 0.9% * 250,000 [$/yr/1%] = 225,000 [$/yr] for mill m3, and 
0.7% * $250,000 [$/yr/1%] = 175,000 [$/yr] for mills m4 and m5.  The costs for this work ranged from 
$10,000 to $40,000.  Using the cost of $40,000, ROI for mill m3 equals 100% * 225,000 [$/yr] / $40,000 
= 562% and ROI for mills m4 and m5 equals 100% * 175,000 [$/yr] / $40,000 = 437%. 
 
6.6 Potential Benefits of Upgrading to Newest Conventional Log Rotation Systems 
As an alternative to upgrading to the newest log turning systems, the potential value recovery increase 
that could be achieved by replacing/upgrading the current, probably old and worn out, log turners in 
sawmills m4 and m5 with a new modern conventional log turning system, such as used in sawmill m3 is 
shown in Table 200. 
 

Table 20 Increase in value recovery from upgrading to capability of mill #3  

mill# 
Increase in maximum realized value recovery from upgrading to capability of mill m3 ROI 

[$/m3] [%] [$/yr/line] [%/yr] 
4 0.47 0.7 170,000 113 
5 0.81 1.2 295,152 197 

 
The potential value recovery increase is larger for mill m5 than for mill m4.  The value recovery increases 
are worth 170 and 295 thousand dollars per line annually.  For a total cost of $150,000 for upgrading the 
rotation system, the ROI would equal 113% and 197%. The new system would have to be well 
maintained to fully achieve and sustain the potential improvement. 
 
The potential value recovery increase that could be achieved by replacing/upgrading the current log 
turners in sawmill m5 with a log turn system as in sawmill m4 is shown in Table 21. 
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Table 21 Increase in value recovery from upgrading to capability of mill #4  

mill# Increase in maximum realized value recovery from upgrading to capability of mill m4 ROI 
[$/m3] [%] [$/yr/line] [%/yr] 

5 0.34 0.5 124,307 83 
 
The potential value recovery increase is worth 124 thousand dollars per line annually.  For a total cost of 
$150,000 for upgrading the rotation system, the ROI would equal 83 percent.  The new system would 
have to be well maintained to fully achieve and sustain the potential improvement. 
 
The cost of $150,000 used above, is a rough, minimum, estimate provided by the industry. The cost may 
be substantially higher if the upgrade includes new scanners, optimizer, controls, in-feed conveyors etc., 
and could reach $500,000 or more.  The cited ROI would have to be adjusted accordingly. 
 
6.7 Potential Benefits of Upgrading to Log Rotation Systems Using Advanced 

Technology 
The newest log turning systems are designed to rotate logs with greater accuracy to facilitate increase in 
value recovery. Here the capabilities of the newest log turning systems are modeled by log turning 
process parameters m2, with the understanding that systems from different vendors could be somewhat 
more or less accurate. The perfect log turning process parameters m1 provides the reference on the upper 
limit of the newest log turning systems performance.  To estimate the potential value recovery increase 
facilitated by the newest log turning systems, the maximum value recoveries were calculated for the five 
log turning processes as described by parameters m1 through m5. The values of the log turner optimizers 
settings were set correctly, i.e. made equal to the log turning process parameters. 
 
The ideal and maximum value recovery in the five mills considered here are shown in Table 4 in Section 
6.1.  The potential value recovery increase that could be achieved by replacing the current log turners in 
sawmills m3, m4 and m5 with the newest log turning systems is shown in Table 222. 
 

Table 22 Increase in value recovery from upgrading to capability of mill #2  

mill# 
Increase in maximum realized value recovery from upgrading to capability of mill m2 ROI 

[$/m3] [%] [$/yr/line] [%/yr] 
3 0.81 1.2 291,809 117 
4 1.28 1.9 463,794 186 
5 1.62 2.4 590,407 236 

 
The potential value recovery increase is largest for mill m5, smaller for mill m4 and smallest for mill m3.  
The value recovery increases are worth 292, 464 and 590 thousand dollars per line annually.  For a total 
cost of $250,000 for upgrading the rotation system, the ROI would equal 117, 186 and 236 percent.  In 
addition to ROI consideration, the decision to proceed with this upgrade needs to include a commitment 
to a higher level of maintenance for the new system than what the mill has been used to, especially in mill 
m4 and mill m5. Without such commitment the potential improvement will not be fully achieved and 
sustained. 
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The cost of $250,000 is a rough, minimum, estimate provided by the industry. The cost may be 
substantially higher if the upgrade includes new controls, in-feed conveyors etc., and could reach 
$700,000 or more.  The cited ROI would have to be adjusted accordingly. 

 
 

7 Conclusions 
The work done here provides new knowledge about the importance of using accurate values of log turner 
settings and/or making suitable adjustments to the log turner PLC to select best rotation angle and 
minimize rotation errors. The project examine the affect of errors in rotation bias, standard deviation of 
rotation accuracy, horns down threshold, pie sweep threshold and half angle settings, as well as 
combinations of these errors, on recovery value loss for five levels of log turner quality. 
 

1. The log rotation bias and standard deviation of rotation accuracy have the most significant effect 
on recovery. 

 
2. Pie sweep threshold and half angle settings are difficult to measure and have little effect on 

recovery; consequently, it is more appropriate to use the horns down setting only. 
 
3. For current newer technologies and state of the art systems the log turner bias and standard 

deviation settings should closely match the system capabilities to avoid recovery value losses in 
the order of 1.5% 

 
4. For older poorly maintained, systems with large rotation errors, the accuracy of the settings has 

little affect on value recovery and upgrading to newer technology is required to improve value 
recovery. 

 
5. Setting the sweep threshold too low increases recovery loss for all qualities of log turners. 

 
6. The increase in value recovery and ROI that may be achieved in a particular mill will depend on 

the magnitude of differences between the current values of log turner settings and their correct 
values and/or the quality of the adjustments of log turner PLC.  The results presented here show 
potential increase in value recovery in 0.5% - 1.5% range and ROI over 1,250% 

 
7. Replacing older, worn out, log turning systems with the newest conventional systems may 

increase value recovery in 0.5% - 1.2% range and ROI in 80% - 190% range. 
 

8. Replacing conventional log turning systems with the newest systems utilizing advanced 
technologies may increase value recovery in 1.2% - 2.4% range and ROI in 100% - 240% range. 

 
 

8 Recommendations 
The work done by Forintek staff and the author in assisting sawmills in achieving highest value recovery 
from their log turning and DLI systems showed that in all cases, logs were rotated to incorrect angles and 
with unnecessarily large errors.  The turner optimizer settings did not have correct values; other problems 
affecting log rotation were also found, such as partially blocked scanners providing log images of poor 
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quality, misaligned DLI press rolls, etc. By resolving these issues, value recovery increases in .0.5% - 
2.4% range were realized.  Hence we recommend that mills do the following: 
 

1. Inspect entire log turning and DLI system and ensure that all major components function well; i.e. 
scanners provide log images of good quality, log turners, conveyors and press rolls are aligned, 
etc. 

2. Measure and analyze the log rotation errors on a large sample (100+) of logs. Calculate the bias 
and standard deviation of the errors for both cw and ccw rotation angles. 

3. Replace the values of turner optimizer settings with the correct values and/or make suitable 
adjustments to the turner PLC. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 once or twice until the errors cannot be further reduced. 
 
The above work maximizes the value recovery of the current system and measures its best performance.  
The work may be best done with the assistance of the system integrator and Forintek staff. 
 
The knowledge and the results of this work may also help sawmills to assess the need and potential 
benefits from upgrading the current system with new system utilizing conventional or advanced 
technology. 
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